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Abstract. In this paper, we discuss the feasibility of measuring deeply virtual Compton scattering (DVCS)
on nuclei in a collider setting, as for example, the planned high-luminosity Electron-Ion-Collider (EIC).
We demonstrate that employing our recent model for nuclear generalized parton distributions (nGPDs),
the one-photon unpolarized DVCS cross section as well as the azimuthal- and spin asymmetry are of the
same size as in the proton case. This will allow for an experimental extraction of nuclear GPDs with
high precision shedding new light not only on nuclear shadowing at small xbj but also on the interplay of
shadowing and nuclear enhancement at xbj ∼ 0.1.
PACS. 11.10.Hi 11.30.Ly 12.38.Bx
1 Introduction
Recent experimental studies of deeply virtual Compton
scattering (DVCS) on protons at HERA [2,1] have reached
a xbj , Q
2 range where they now provide a sensitive test of
current models of generalized parton distributions (GPDs)
in nucleons [3,4] which encode the three dimensional struc-
ture of hadrons [5,6,7,8]. In particular, it was shown that
the NLO predictions are very sensitive to the gluon GPD
inside the proton [3,4].
Recently, we performed [9] studies of nuclear GPDs
starting with the nuclear parton densities modeled using
the leading twist theory of nuclear shadowing (see [10] and
references therein). We used the same approximations for
connecting GPDs and forward parton densities as were
used in the proton case in [4] which led to a good descrip-
tion of the current world DVCS data.
When applied to the calculation of nuclear DVCS am-
plitudes, we observed that the nuclear modifications were
up to 50% larger for the imaginary part of the DVCS am-
plitude than for the equivalent inclusive case. This is due
to the sensitivity of the imaginary part of the DVCS am-
plitude to larger longitudinal distances compared to the
inclusive amplitude for the same xbj [5]. This enhanced
sensitivity makes the imaginary part an ideal tool to study
high gluon density effects like saturation in nuclear DVCS
at values of xbj where these effects normally would not oc-
cur in inclusive reactions (see [5] for a detailed discussion).
At the same time, we found a surprisingly large modifi-
cation of the real part of the DVCS amplitude extending
to the region of xbj ∼ 0.1, where nuclear effects for the
quark distributions are very small. Technically, this oc-
curred due to a delicate interplay between shadowing cor-
rections for quarks and nuclear enhancements for gluons in
this region (see [9] for details). This, however, implies that
the real part of the nuclear DVCS scattering amplitude is
extremely sensitive to different physical phenomena not
present in a nucleon occurring at longitudinal distances
which are orders of magnitude different (see for example
[5] for a detailed discussion). In summary, nuclear DVCS
observables will allow us to study the modification or de-
formation of the three dimensional distribution of particle
correlations encode in nGPDs due to a nuclear environ-
ment. This will enable us to shed new light on the dynam-
ical interplay of highly complex bound hadronic systems.
In this paper, we will address the question of the feasi-
bility of experimentally testing our predictions of nuclear
modifications for GPDs. The main difficulty inherent to
coherent processes with nuclei is their being strongly dom-
inated by scatterings at −t ≤ 3/R2A with R2A the mean
square nuclear radius. Detection of the scattered nuclei in
this case is impossible in collider kinematics and would be
a very challenging task for a dedicated fixed target experi-
ment. The current HERMES DVCS experiment [11] sums
over the coherent and incoherent contributions with the
incoherent term giving a significant contribution [12] (see
also [13] for an extensive study of how coherent DVCS
depends on the spin of the target as well as [14]). At the
same time, it is pretty straightforward for an experiment
at the Electron-Ion Collider (EIC) planned at BNL [16]
to select the process eA → eγA to which both the QED
Bethe-Heitler and DVCS process contribute.
In consequence, this paper will address the question
what t-integrated observables can be used to study nu-
clear DVCS and, therefore, the physics of nuclear modi-
fications to the three dimensional distribution of particle
correlations in nuclei.
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It is worth emphasizing that the t-dependence of the
DVCS amplitude for 200 ≥ A ≥ 16 and small x ≤ 0.03 ·
(200/A)1/3 is predominatly given by the nuclear body
form factor and hence it is not of particular interest. At
the same time, knowing this t-dependence and using in-
formation about the t-integrated amplitudes for a range
of nuclei will make it possible to reconstruct the DVCS
amplitude as a function of the nuclear thickness, T (b) =∫ +∞
−∞
ρA(z, b)dz, hence reaching a nuclear optical thickness
which is about 1.5 times larger than the average heavy nu-
cleus thickness.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we sum-
marize the necessary formulae for the relevant observables:
the one-photon cross section, the azimuthal angle asym-
metry (and equivalent charge asymmetry) due to the in-
terference of DVCS and Bethe-Heitler amplitudes, as well
as the single spin asymmetry due to the longitudinal po-
larization of the electron beam (the EIC design includes
running with highly polarized electron beams). We will
also discuss the issue of the t-dependence. In section 3 we
give our numerical predictions for four spin zero nuclei (O-
16,Ca-40,Pd-110 and Pb-208) including kinematic twist-3
effects in leading order (LO) (a detailed QCD analysis of
kinematic twist-3 effects on the nucleon for the EIC in-
cluding QCD evolution was presented in [17]). Since the
LO twist-3 DVCS amplitudes, modulo the dynamic twist-
3 contributions, are totally expressible through twist-2
GPDs [18], the twist-3 nuclear DVCS amplitudes can be
directly computed from the nuclear twist-2 GPDs we em-
ploy here. We demonstrate that it would be feasible to
observe the single spin asymmetry at the EIC. The ob-
servation of the angular asymmetry, though it is large at
the EIC, will require a very good energy and momentum
resolution of the electron and photon detectors. An option
for a positron source at the EIC would enable the easier
measurement of the charge asymmetry containing comple-
mentary information to the azimuthal angle asymmetry.
The observation of the DVCS contribution to the total
cross section would require a measurement at the 10%
accuracy level. It is also demonstrated that the twist-3 ef-
fects in nuclei are much smaller than in the nucleon and
completely negligible. We conclude with a summary where
we argue that DVCS measurements with nuclei will be an
important component of the EIC program in particular
for the studies of the color transparency phenomenon in
vector meson production.
2 Summary of DVCS formulas
The lepton level process, l(k) A(P ) → l(k′) A(P ′) γ(q′),
receives contributions from each of the graphs shown in
Fig. 1. This means that the cross section will contain a
pure DVCS-, a pure BH- and an interference term.
We choose to work in the target rest frame given in, for
example, [15] (see Fig. 2), where the positive z-direction is
chosen along the three-momentum of the incoming virtual
photon. The incoming and outgoing lepton three-momenta
form the lepton scattering plane, while the final state nu-
cleus and outgoing real photon define the nucleus-photon
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Fig. 1. a) DVCS graph, b) BH with photon from final state
lepton and c) with photon from initial state lepton.
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Fig. 2. The kinematics of the leptoproduction in the target
rest frame.
scattering plane. In this reference frame the azimuthal an-
gle of the scattered lepton is φl = 0, while the azimuthal
angle between the lepton plane and the final state nu-
cleus momentum is φA = φ. When the hadron is trans-
versely polarized (within this frame of reference) S⊥ =
(0, cosΦ, sinΦ, 0) and the angle between the polarization
vector and the scattered hadron is given by ϕ = Φ − φA.
The four vectors are k = (E,E sin θl, 0, E cos θl), q =
(q0, 0, 0,−|q3|). Other vectors are P = (MA, 0, 0, 0) and
P ′ = (E′A, |P ′| cosφ sin θA, |P ′| sinφ sin θA, |P ′| cos θA). The
longitudinal part of the polarization vector is SLP = (0, 0, 0, Λ).
The relevant Lorentz-invariant variables for DVCS are
then:
ξA =
Q2
2P¯ · q¯ , Q¯
2 = −q¯2, t = ∆2 = (P − P ′)2 , y = P · q
P · k ,
where P¯ = (P + P ′)/2, q¯ = (q + q′)/2 and which are re-
lated to the experimentally accessible variables, ζ ≡ xbj =
−Aq2/2P · q = AζA and Q2 = −q2, used throughout this
paper, via
Q¯2 = 1
2
Q2
(
1 +
t
Q2
)
≈ 1
2
Q2
ξA =
ζA
(
1 + t
2Q2
)
2− ζA
(
1− tQ2
) ≈ ζ
2A− ζ . (1)
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Note that t has a minimal value given by
− t2min = Q2
2A(A− xbj)
(
1−√1 + ǫ2)+A2ǫ2
4xbj(A− xbj) +A2ǫ2 . (2)
where ǫ2 = 4M2Nx
2
bj/Q
2.
The corresponding five-fold differential cross section
for a spin-0 target per nucleon is given by [15] to twist-3
accuracy neglecting transversity contributions:
1
A
dσ
dxbjdyd|t|dφdϕ =
α3xbjy
16 π2Q2
√
1 + ǫ2A3
∣∣∣∣ Te3
∣∣∣∣
2
. (3)
Note that we give our nuclear amplitudes per nucleon [9].
In order to obtain the correct scaling of the cross section
with A, the DVCS amplitude has to be multiplied by A.
This leads to an extra factor of A2 in the cross section
which cancels two of the powers of A in Eq. (3) to finally
yield the correct overall power of 1/A.
The square of the amplitude receives contributions from
pure DVCS (Fig. 1a), from pure BH (Figs. 1b, 1c) and
from their interference (with a sign governed by the lep-
ton charge),
|T |2 = |TDV CS |2 + I + |TBH |2 (4)
where the individual terms are given by
|TBH|2 = − e
6F 2(t)
x2bjy
2(1 + ǫ2)2tP1(φ)P2(φ) ×[
cBH0 +
2∑
n=1
cBHn cos(nφ)
]
(5)
|TDVCS|2 = e
6
xbjy2Q2 ×[
cDVCS0 +
[
cDVCS1 cos(φ) + s
DVCS
1 sin(φ)
] ]
(6)
I = ±e
6F (t)
x2bjy
3tP1(φ)P2(φ)[ t
Q2
cI0 +
2∑
n=1
[
cIn cos(nφ) + s
I
n sin(nφ)
] ]
(7)
where the +/− sign in the interference stands for a neg-
atively/positively charged lepton and F (t) is the nuclear
form factor.
The cn’s and sn’s are the Fourier coefficients of the
cos(nφ) and sin(nφ) terms. These coefficients are given as
combinations of the real and imaginary part of the un-
polarized DVCS amplitudes H (for the cI ’s or sI ’s) or
the squares of the afore mentioned DVCS amplitude (for
the cDVCS’s or sDVCS’s). The exact form is given in [15]
and does not have to be repeated here. The computa-
tion of the DVCS amplitudes and the necessary model
assumptions were extensively discussed in [9] and will not
be repeated here. The precise form of the BH propaga-
tors P1,2(φ) which induces an additional φ-dependence,
besides the cos(nφ) and sin(nφ) terms, and which can
mock cos(nφ) and sin(nφ) dependences in certain observ-
ables, can also be found in [15]. Note that in order to
avoid collinear singularities occurring through the coinci-
dence of the outgoing photon with the incoming lepton
line in P1,2(φ) we need to constrain y according to
y ≤ ycol ≡ Q
2 + t
Q2 + xbjt
. (8)
in order to avoid an artificially enhanced BH contribution.
This limit is only of practical relevance for fixed target
experiments at very low energies. Collider experiments do
not have any meaningful statistics for exclusive processes
at very large y ≃ O(1).
The DVCS observables we will discuss later on are
based on a less differential cross section than the five-fold
one in Eq. (3). The reason for this is first that the cross
section in Eq. (3) is frame dependent since the azimuthal
angles φ and ϕ are not Lorentz invariants and hence, they
will be integrated out. Secondly, since a t-distribution in
nuclei will be impossible to measure, we also integrate out
t, however, with experimentally sensible cuts as will be
discussed later. In consequence, our observables will be
based on only a two-fold differential cross section. In the
following, we will concentrate on the Single Spin Asym-
metry (SSA), the Charge Asymmetry (CA) and the az-
imuthal angle asymmetry (AAA) defined in accordance
with experiments the following way:
SSA =
2
∫ 2pi
0
dφ sin(φ)(dσ↑ − dσ↓)∫ 2pi
0
dφ (dσ↑ + dσ↓)
, (9)
CA =
2
∫ 2pi
0
dφ cos(φ)(dσ+ − dσ−)∫ 2pi
0
dφ (dσ+ + dσ−)
, (10)
AAA =
∫ pi/2
−pi/2
dφ(dσ − dσBH)− ∫ 3pi/2
pi/2
dφ(dσ − dσBH)∫ 2pi
0
dφdσ
.
(11)
Here dσ↑ and dσ↓ refer to the two fold differential cross
sections dσ/dxbjdQ
2 with the lepton polarized along or
against its direction of motion, respectively; dσ+ and dσ−
are the unpolarized differential cross sections for positrons
and electrons, respectively and dσBH refers only to the
pure BH cross section.
The EIC will most likely be running with electrons
only and therefore the CA will not be measured. This
leaves only the SSA and AAA. The experimental problem
or challenge with the AAA, however, is that it requires ei-
ther a very good detector resolution i.e. many bins in φ or
an event by event reconstruction of the scattering planes.
The last statement needs a word of explanation: Eq. (11)
is equivalent to taking the difference between the num-
ber of DVCS minus BH events where the real γ is above
the electron scattering plane and where it is below that
plane, divided by the total number of events. This proce-
dure ensures that the numerator is not contaminated by
BH, which would spoil an unambiguous interpretation of
the observable in terms of the real part of DVCS ampli-
tudes. Also, the only difference between Eq. (10) and (11)
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is due to the additional interference term in the denomina-
tor of Eq. (11) and a twist-2×twist-3 contribution in the
DVCS squared part which are both small in a collider set-
ting compared with the leading contribution. Therefore,
it does not matter from a physics point of view, whether
one discusses the AAA or the CA!
We will also discuss the one-photon cross section σ(γ∗A)
at small xbj defined through
d2σ(eA→ eAγ)
dydQ2
= Γ σDV CS(γ
∗A→ γA)
where Γ =
αe.m.(1 + (1− y)2)
2πyQ2
. (12)
with
1
A
σDV CS(γ
∗A→ γA) = α
2x2bjπ
Q4BA |TDV CS |
2|t=0, (13)
and where B stems from the t-integration and will depend
on both our cut-off in t and the model of the t-dependence
we will choose for the GPDs. Furthermore, all higher twist
effects are neglected in this quantity.
Since we have already extensively discussed our nu-
clear GPD model in [9], we will not repeat this discus-
sion here, except to remind the reader that it is based on
our successful GPD parameterization for the nucleon [4]
together with available nuclear shadowing parameteriza-
tions. For our discussion here, we will stick to the shad-
owing parameterization of [10] together with the CTEQ6
parameterization [19] as our necessary forward input dis-
tribution. Furthermore, we chose to model the nuclear t-
dependence based on the parameterizations of the two
component Fermi models employed in [10]. We also as-
sume that the t-dependence factorizes from the GPD and
thus also from the amplitude. This is, as in the case of the
nucleon, not justified at all (see [17] for an extended dis-
cussion on this subject for the nucleon case). However,
we are considering the cross section integrated over t,
which is dominated by −t ≤ 3/R2A i.e. −t ≤ 0.01GeV 2
for all nuclei. In the case of small xbj we can use our
experience of soft physics which indicates that rescatter-
ing effects change the slope of the amplitude by at most
5%. For larger xbj , it also seems natural to expect non-
factorizability effects to be small for small t. Hence, we
expect this effect to be totally negligible, especially when
compared to other factors like nucleus dissociation. Note
also that though we perform all our calculations with a
cut on our t integration at −tmax = 0.05 GeV2, the con-
tribution of −t ≥ −tmax is negligible.
With the above discussion we have now all the tools
in hand to estimate the sizes of nuclear DVCS observables
at the EIC.
3 Results for DVCS observables
For the purposes of our discussion we choose to work with
the maximal expected EIC setting for nuclei of 10 GeV
electrons and 100 GeV nuclei. The range in xbj is between
0.001− 0.1 and the Q2 range is from 3− 50 GeV2 though
the figures will only show the most advantageous kinemat-
ics which does not extend to the highest Q2.
Since the EIC electron beam is expected to have po-
larization close to one, it would seem easiest to measure
the SSA which directly probes the imaginary part of the
DVCS amplitude. One can see from Figs. 3 – 6 that we
predict the asymmetry to be of the order of 10% in a
wide kinematic range which is roughly 25− 50% less than
in the nucleon case and nicely demonstrates the nuclear
shadowing effects in the imaginary part of the DVCS am-
plitude. As a note on the side, we would like to quote
our number for the SSA for coherent DVCS integrated
over t for O-16 for the average HERMES kinematics of
< Q2 >= 2.2 GeV2, < xbj >= 0.09. We find an SSA of
−0.24 (LO) and −0.22 (NLO) for O-16 compared to the
HERMES SSA for Neon of −0.22± 0.03± 0.03[11]. Note,
however, that the preliminary HERMES data on nuclear
DVCS do contain a contribution from incoherent DVCS,
since the missing mass cut of MX ≤ 1.7GeV may not
remove all incoherent contributions with associated pion
production and it definitely does not remove the contri-
bution of the nucleus break-up channel.
We also predict a large azimuthal angular asymme-
try (AAA) for all considered nuclei, Figs. 7 – 10, though
a measurement of this asymmetry maybe require a very
good angular resolution. Note that the asymmetry is as
large or even a bit larger than in the nucleon case (see
[17]). This is very surprising given the fact that we expect
a very large suppression of the real part of the DVCS am-
plitude in nuclei compared to the nucleon [9]. The answer
to this apparent conundrum is hidden in the details of the
calculation. The numerator of the AAA receives mainly
contributions from cI0 and c
I
1 in our nuclear GPD model
for both the nucleon and nuclei. However, for the nucleon
which is spin 1/2, there is a relative minus sign between
these two terms compared to the spin 0 case we need to
consider here, where there is a plus sign! This compensates
for the relative suppression as compared to the nucleon
case. Furthermore, in the kinematics where DVCS domi-
nates over BH, the nuclear shadowing effects reduce the
denominator relative to the nucleon case which also par-
tially compensates for the strong suppression effect in the
real part of the nuclear amplitude. The measurement of
the CA would be more advantageous from an experimen-
tal point of view since it contains the same information as
the AAA.
Notwithstanding the experimental difficulties, a mea-
surement of either the AAA or the CA would enable us to
gain valuable insight into how particle correlations i.e. the
nGPDs with the three dimensional information content
are modified by the nuclear environment on very different
longitudinal distance scales. Furthermore, we want to em-
phasize here that the measurement of the real part would
be especially interesting since it is sensitive to the energy
behavior of the cross sections at smaller xbj than the ones
allowed by EIC kinematics. Hence, it is more sensitive to
the proximity of the saturation/black body limit (see dis-
cussion in [20]).
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As one can see from our calculation, the kinematic
twist-3 effects are entirely negligible for the EIC (as is sim-
ilarly the case for the nucleon [17]) in both the SSA and
AAA. Furthermore, due to the nuclear shadowing correc-
tions for the gluon reducing is relative numerical impor-
tance in the NLO amplitude, the NLO corrections for the
SSA and AAA are less than in the case of the nucleon.
The one-photon cross section of DVCS per nucleon
strongly increases with A even in the region where the
nuclear shadowing effects are important, see Figs. 11 –
18. As can be seen from the figures, the relative LO to
NLO correction is less compared to the nucleon case and
in line with the observation made for the SSA and AAA.
The main problem for the measurement of the inclusive
DVCS cross section is the subtraction of the BH QED
background which also increases with A. The ratio, R, of
the DVCS to BH cross section is above 1 for xbj ≥ 0.007
and Q2 = 3 GeV2 and rapidly increases as xbj increases
(R ≃ 104 for xbj ≥ 0.1). This is due to the fact that at
fixed Q2, y deceases as xbj increases and, hence, BH which
is ∝ y2, dies out rapidly. As Q2 increases the value of
xbj where R ≥ 1 increases as well since y now increases.
For example, at Q2 = 25 GeV2, R ≥ 1 for xbj ≥ 0.06.
These statements are essentially independent of A and
imply a very broad kinematic window where DVCS dom-
inates over BH, making a measurement of σ(γ∗A) on the
10% level after subtraction of the BH contribution very
feasible. Hence, it would be possible to perform two inde-
pendent measurements of the imaginary part of the am-
plitude in a rather wide range of xbj , Q
2, since σ(γ∗A)
is dominated by the imaginary part of the nuclear DVCS
amplitude.
4 Conclusions
We have demonstrated that experiments at the EIC will
allow one to measure the imaginary part of the nuclear
DVCS amplitude using two independent techniques, the
SSA and σ(γ∗A). We also predict a large azimuthal angle
asymmetry which could be studied using a high resolu-
tion detector. Such experiments will enable us to obtain
unique information about quark nuclear GPDs, through
scaling violations, as well as about gluon nuclear GPDs.
The study of the A-dependence of the DVCS amplitude
will allow one to determine the nuclear modification of
nuclear GPDs as a function of the nuclear thickness up to
the thicknesses ρ0 ∼ 2·RA ∼ 14 fm where ρ0 is the average
nuclear density. Furthermore, it will allow us to verify the
predicted larger nuclear modifications of the nGPDs [9]
i.e. the modification of the three dimensional distribution
and their connection to leading twist nuclear shadowing
in the respective forward nuclear parton densities. These
forward densities will also be studied at the EIC. Verify-
ing the expectations of large nuclear effects for the real
part of the DVCS amplitude at x ∼ 0.1 would require
running EIC at lower energies (which is also necessary for
the measurements of the longitudinal DIS cross section)
such that BH will be the dominating contribution in the
cross section in the whole kinematic range.
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Fig. 6. t integrated SSA in EIC kinematics vs. Q2 for two
typical values of xbj and tmax = −0.05 GeV
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typical values of Q2 and tmax = −0.05 GeV
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Fig. 8. t integrated AAA in EIC kinematics vs. Q2 for two
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Fig. 10. t integrated AAA in EIC kinematics vs. Q2 for two
typical values of xbj and tmax = −0.05 GeV
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Fig. 11. One-photon cross section σ(γ∗p) per nucleon for fixed
W vs. Q2. H1 data on the nucleon is plotted in comparison
within the same kinematics.
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Fig. 12. One-photon cross section σ(γ∗p) per nucleon for fixed
Q2 vs. W . H1 data on the nucleon is plotted in comparison
within the same kinematics.
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Fig. 13. One-photon cross section σ(γ∗p) per nucleon for fixed
W vs. Q2. H1 data on the nucleon is plotted in comparison
within the same kinematics.
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Fig. 14. One-photon cross section σ(γ∗p) per nucleon for fixed
Q2 vs. W . H1 data on the nucleon is plotted in comparison
within the same kinematics.
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Fig. 15. One-photon cross section σ(γ∗p) per nucleon for fixed
W vs. Q2. H1 data on the nucleon is plotted in comparison
within the same kinematics.
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Fig. 16. One-photon cross section σ(γ∗p) per nucleon for fixed
Q2 vs. W . H1 data on the nucleon is plotted in comparison
within the same kinematics.
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Fig. 17. One-photon cross section σ(γ∗p) per nucleon for fixed
W vs. Q2. H1 data on the nucleon is plotted in comparison
within the same kinematics.
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Fig. 18. One-photon cross section σ(γ∗p) per nucleon for fixed
Q2 vs. W . H1 data on the nucleon is plotted in comparison
within the same kinematics.
The information obtained from studies of nuclear DVCS
will also enable us to investigate the expected pattern of
perturbative color opacity in the coherent production of
vector mesons on nuclei [21] in DIS at small xbj , in an
essentially model independent way.
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